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ABSTRACT

Out of order arrival of packets is an inevitable phenomenon on the Internet. Application performance can degrade to a great extent due to out-of-order arrival of packets. Packet reordering is a common phenomenon on the Internet. Moreover, it is handled transparently from the user and application-level processes. In this paper, we propose a novel covert channel technique using the packet reordering phenomenon as a host for carrying secret communications. This makes it an attractive medium to exploit for sending hidden signals to receivers by dynamically manipulating packet order in a network flow. In our approach, specific permutations of successive packets are selected to enhance the reliability of the channel, while the frequency distribution of their usage is tuned to increase stealthiness by imitating real Internet traffic. It is very expensive for the adversary to discover the covert channel due to the tremendous overhead to buffer and sort the packets among huge amount of background traffic. A simple tool is implemented to demonstrate this new channel. We studied extensively the robustness and capabilities of our proposed channel using both simulation and experimentation over large varieties of traffic characteristics. The reliability and capacity of this technique have shown promising results. We also investigated a practical mechanism for distorting and potentially preventing similar novel channels.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, the Internet has exploded to include millions of users communicating with thousands of applications using hundreds of protocols. However, data transmission has been always characterized by being visible, in the open and available to anyone to collect and analyse. All data protection techniques focus on protecting the payload rather than hiding the existence of the channel itself. The adversary can easily find the channel and recover the information. The adversary just randomly places an observation points or monitor at random times and easily detect presence of channel in the network. All packets are transmitted over the internet in sequence order. We propose a technique that can use the unconventional channel of packet order to be our covert communication medium. User data split into small amount of information’s. This small amount of information is called packet. The Source provides unique number for each packet. These packets are encoded using base64 algorithm. Source creates a block used to transmit a packet. The packets are shuffle and then placed in the blocks so that every block will contain shuffled packets. Source finds all possible paths to reach the destination. Source sends a block to Destination. Source does not send all blocks to the same path. Each block sends in different path. Source generates a codeword for all bocks. Original order of packet’s unique number is called codeword. codeword sends in another channel and the channel send only code word not a block. All blocks contain out-of-order packets. The destination arranges the packet using these codeword. The destination receives all blocks from the source and these blocks are travel
in different channel. Some channel contains more noises so packets are easily lost. Some channel contains very less noise so no loss of packets. Block travel in noise channel the loss some packets that block reach a destination. The destination will find an error. The destination indicates to the source. The source resends a message in low noise path.

II. RELATED WORKS


III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The project proposes a technique that can use the unconventional covert channel from the huge amount of background traffic. If the adversary just randomly channel of packet order to be our covert communication medium. By manipulating the order of packets sent over the network at the sender-side, we emulate the packet reorder phenomenon which takes place naturally. And project is used to the secure communications of data by encoding the packets using the Base64 algorithm.
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Fig. 1 Architecture diagram
A. Network formation and Packet Generation Phase

In this module, create a network formation. We consist multi-hop network contains number of nodes. Each node has some range. The node can communicate its range. Any one node range intersect with another node range it define both are neighbour. One node can have more number of neighbours. The destination is not a neighbour of source can’t send information directly to the destination. It sends an information to its neighbour and the neighbour send an information to another neighbour and then finally it reaches to destination. Source find a path to reach destination.

B. Encoding and shuffling packets

In this module, user information is not directly send to the destination. User data split into small amount of information’s. These small amount of information is called packet. If the original information is needed, will arrange the packets. But data split into n number of packet. It is difficult to arrange the original order. So the source provides a unique number for each packet. The source transmits a packet in the overt channel the adversary can easily detect the overt channel and recover the data from the channel. The source executes some techniques to avoid these problem. The data convert into packets and the source provide a unique number of each packets then each packet encodes using base64 algorithm. Source creates a blocks. The block contains particular amount of packets. The packets are arranged in block out of order manner.

C. Data transmission phase

Source finds all possible paths to reach the destination. Source sends a block to Destination. Source does not send all blocks to the same path. Each block sends in different path. Source generates a codeword for all blocks. Original order of packet’s unique number is called codeword. codeword sends in another channel and the channel send only code word not a block. All blocks contain out-of-order packets. Destination receives a blocks from all possible channel and also receive a codeword. The destination decodes an all packets using base64 algorithm and arrange the packet using these codeword.
D. Data Recovery Phase

The destination receives all blocks from the source and these blocks are travel in different channel. Some channel contains more noises so packets are easily loss. Some channel contains very less noise so no loss of packets. Block travel in noise channel the loss some packets that block reach a destination. The destination will find an error. The destination indicates to the source. The source resends a message in low noise path. The destination decodes all packets using base64 algorithm and arrange the original order of these packets using codeword.
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**TABLE 1: Effect of prevention power on error rate of Covert channel**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d \ k</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.005%</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.472%</td>
<td>1.006%</td>
<td>1.475</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.6525%</td>
<td>1.323%</td>
<td>1.966</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.75%</td>
<td>1.526%</td>
<td>2.176</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.7625%</td>
<td>1.586%</td>
<td>2.425</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

In this paper, we pursue the possibility of building covert channels that use the packet order as the medium for transmitting hidden signals. Packet reordering is a normal behaviour in the Internet and it is too hard to closely monitor and unlikely to raise suspicions. Moreover, efforts to eliminate it will not be easily implemented due to high cost and lack of incentive. Also, the main causes behind this phenomenon are not likely to vanish nor decrease in the near future. Our proposed channel is designed based on the idea of assigning different symbols to the different permutations a number of consecutive packets can have. By using only, a subset of the permutations, we were able to add error detection and correction capabilities. Subsets used are rotated to evade detection. Any adversary needs a huge cost to detect the covert channel due to the tremendous overhead to buffer and sort the packets among huge amount of background traffic. The code words themselves are selected based on the traffic characteristics to follow closely the innate reordering characteristics of the host channel.
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